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Computation of Flows Around a High Speed Catamaran

Seung-Hyun Kwag*
School of Mechanical Engineering, Halla University

A numerical study is carried out to clarify the characteristics of flow fields and breaking
phenomena around a high speed catamaran hull advancing on calm water. Computations are
carried out for Froude numbers between 0.2 and 1.0 and for ratios of the distance between hulls
to the catamaran length varying between 0.2 and 0.5 for a mathematically defined Wigley hull.
A Navier-Stokes solver which includes the nonlinearities of free surface conditions is employed.
Computations are performed in a rectangular grid system based on the Marker & Cell method.
For validation, present computation results are compared with existing experimental results. As
an application, the results of the displacement catamaran are used for the breaking analysis.
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1. Introduction

Free surface handling and wave-body
interaction are impotant for designing high speed
vessels, especially passenger ferries. Recently var
ious hull forms such as hydrofoil crafts, planing
boats, catamaran and surface effect ships have
been developed. Catamaran is one of the most
practical hull forms due to the large deck area
with small waterplane area, good transverse sta
bility quality, and unusual resistance property.

Although a number of experimental and theo
retical investigations (lnsel(l991), Eggers( 1995),
Turner( 1968), Everest( 1967/8), Fry( 1972),Harries
(1997), Helmersont JSs l ) on the catamaran
resistance were conducted in the past, the under
standing of interference effects between demihulls
is lacking. Furthermore, there are only a few
publications available for displacement
catamarans at speeds greater than Fn=O.5, which
is representative of modern high speed displace
ment catamarans. Among recent experimental
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investigations, Insel( 1991) gained good results for
wave resistance of catamaran with varying sepa
ration lengths and Froude numbers. The wave
resistance characteristics of a catamaran, are
affected by the length-displacement ratio,
demihull spacing, initial trim, and hull form. For
high speed ships, the main resistance is the wave
resistance.

Generally, two types of interference resistances
are known. First type is viscous interference
caused by asymmetric flow around demihulls and
its effect on boundary layer formation and the
vortices development. Second type is the wave
interference resistance originating from the
interaction between the wave systems of
demihulls. For a high speed catamaran, the ve
locity difference between the inner and outer sides
of the demihull makes the analysis of wave resist
ance difficult.

In the present paper, the wave interference is
numerically investigated and the optimum hull
spacing for minimum wave interference is found
by varying s/L over a wide range of Froude
numbers. The results are compared with the
existing experimental data (Insel, 1991). Using the
numerical results, the breaking phenomenon is
studied for a displacement catamaran because the
breaking is closely related to the free surface
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turbulent flows.

2. Numerical Scheme

2.1 Basic equations
Numerical simulations of 3-D free-surface

flows are carried out by using the MAC method.
The velocity components u, v and w at ~n+ I)
time step are determined by

u't+l=(F"-</J~).t1t

v"+l=(G"- </J;).t1t
w"+l=(H"-</J:).t1t (1)

where

where U, Vand Ware the contravariant veloci
ties and Kis the pressure gradient. The pressure is
calculated by the following relaxation formula.

~m+l=~lII+(t.I.(~m+l_~m) (9)

where (m + I) denotes the next time step and (t.I is
the relaxation factor.

Differentiating Eq. (1) with respect to x, y and z,

lf~=Fx+Gy+Hz

_(U;+1+v;+l+wr1)/.t1t (5)

The last term in Eq. (5) is expected to be zero
to satisfy the continuity condition. Equation (5)
can be solved by a relaxation method.

It is desirable to introduce coordinate
transformations which simplify the computational
domain in the transformed domain

~=~(x, y, z), 7](x. y, z), t'= t'(x, y, z)(7)

Through transformations, Eq. (I) can be written.

qt+ Uq,+ Vq,,+ Wqt

=(~e+vt)£72q-K-REYSF(~, 7], t')
(8)

2.2 Computational procedure and boundary
conditions

The Navier-Stokes(N-S) and Poisson equations
are solved after the transformation. The calcula
tion proceeds through a sequence of loops each
advancing the entire flow configuration by a suf
ficiently small finite time increment. The output
of each loop is taken as the initial condition for
the next step, and computation is performed until
steady state is reached. An explicit Euler scheme
is used for the time marching procedure. Pressure
is obtained throughout the fluid domain by
solving the Poisson equation. Iterations are au
tomatically stopped when the pressure difference
between two consecutive approximations is
smaller than a previously chosen quantity e. The
velocity field is updated by using a time-forward
difference form of the momentum equations.

The third order upstream difference is used for
convection terms with the fourth-order truncation
error, for example;

(2)

(3)

(4)

~n=p+ F~2

a a a
If= ax2 +ay2 +azz-

and
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ah,!+l ( au· ) ah,!+l-'-+ u+--'L1h· .--'--w'=Oat 'az' ax '
(13)

2.3 Free surface boundary condition
The fluid particle motion on a free surface is

given by

The free surface boundary condition requires zero
tangential stress and a normal stress that balances
any externally applied normal stress. The particle
displacement is given by

(17)

The other is the diffusion term, which is the
fourth derivative of velocity.

3c
8& (-hi-3+7hi-2-11 hi-l+5hi)

(20)

ah 1
c ax =c 6L1x (-hi3+6hi-2-15hi-1+ IOh;)

ac(L1x)3 (-hi-3+3hi-2-3hi-1+h;) (19)

where c is the convective velocity which can be
decomposed into two parts. One is the central
differencing term whose mathematical expression
can be obtained by suitable Taylor expansions as
follows:

For the ahn+l/Ox derivative, the third order
upwind difference (TOUD) is adopted.

ah 1
C ax =c 6& (-2hi-3+9hi-2-18hi-l+11hi)

(15)

The latter is expected to eliminate phere shift due
to differentiation. Similarly, the third derivative,
Eq. (18), also reduces phase shift and damping. It
is also obtained by Taylor expansions as follows:

ac
(L1X)3 (- hi-3+3h''-2- 3hi-1+hi) (18)

where a= - (~)2 is a constant.

Equation (18) is added to the right handed side of
Eq. (15), and the new formulation for the ah/ ax
becomes,

Equation (19) is the same expression used by
Dawson (1977) in his steady analysis using the
Rankine source method where he derived ah/ ax
without the third derivative terms. Introducing
Eq. (14) and Eq. (19) into Eq. (13), the vertical
coordinate increment at each time step is

L1h7=
3L1x(h7- h7-1+L1t· [6w;L1x+ ui(L1h~-3-6L1h7-2+ 15L1h'l-l- Q7l]

9L1x+L1t'[IOu+Q'ou -6L1x ow]
I 'OZ oz

The expression is of the second order accuracy for
h(0(h2» for any u >0. Qni in Eq. (20) is

(12)

(II)

L1x=u·L1t, L1h=w'L1t

ah ah
(jf+u ax -w=O Iz=,

Downstream

u.=v.=w.=o
L1u.=L1vlc=L1w.=L1P.=O

Symmetrical

u,,=v,,=w,,=O
L1u" =L1v"= L1w" =L1p"=0

Body surface

u=v=w=O, p,=O
L1u=L1v=L1w=O, L1P,=O

U '(M / OX)iJ,1c
= UiJ,lc' (/i-2,j,1c -8!i-l,j,1c +8!i+l,j,1c
- !i+2,j,Ic)/12 (10)

+1 Uu» I· (/i-2,j,1c-4!i-l,j,1c+6!iJ,1c

-4!i+iJ,lc+!i+2,j,Ic)/4

As boundary conditions, the following are used.

Upstream

u= I, v=O, w=O and P=O
L1u=L1v=L1w=O

where L1t is the time increment. On the other
hand, the use of an Euler-type expression of the
kinematic free surface boundary condition makes
it possible to employ a higher finite difference
scheme. This condition can be written as follows:

where h=h(x, h) represents the elevation.
Expanding in Taylor series, the derivative term
can be discretized by using Eq. (14).

aM+l=2~t ·(hn-I-4hn+3hn+l) (14)
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Fig. l(a) Grid generation for Wigley ship model

Fig. l(b) Grid generation for catamaran

Q?=-h7-3+6h7-z-15M-l+IOM (21)

where h at the (n +1) th step is calculated as

hl+l=hl+L1h" (22)

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Results of Wigley-shaped catamaran
The catamaran with Wigley demihulls was

tested at Froude numbers 0.289, 0.316, 0.5, 0.6 I.

oand s/L of 0.2, 0.3 0.5 in which s is the distance
between hulls and L is the length of catamaran.
Figure I(a) shows the grid view for Wigley
shaped catamaran where the grid size is
104x48x23. Figure I(b) is for the displacement
catamaran whose grid sizes are 80xl6xl6 for the
mono hull and 80x30xl6 for the twin hull. The
time increment L1t is 0.0005. However, more
severe time increment condition than Courant
condtion should be used because both convection
and diffusion terms are treated explicitly. Also the
Baldwin - Lomax turbulence model is used.

For the computation domain, half of the ship
length is occupied in the lateral direction and the
distance greater than the length of catamaran in

Fig.2 Waveheightcontour at Fr=0.50 for s/L=O.
20, 0.30, 0.50

the downstream direction. The grid is made ofH-H
topology to treat the free surface movement more
conveniently. The wave height contours· are
shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 for different Froude
numbers and s/L's. As the s/L decreases, the
divergent wave between demihulls is eliminated
and the transverse wave becomes dominant due to
the divergent wave interference. For s/L=0.5, the
wave interference almost disappears and the wave
pattern becomes similar to that of a monohull.
The effect of wave interference between demihulls
becomes dominant as the s/L dicreases. For s/L
=0.2, as the wave interference become larger, the
effect is propagated into the outer flow region
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Fig. 4 Waveresistance coefficient Cw for s/L=0.50,
0.30,0.20

catamaran moving at Froude numbers of 0.45,
and 0.95. Figure 6 shows a comparison of
monohull results(a and b) and twin-hull in
results (c). The effects of Froude number are
clear. Figure 7 shows the wave heights for mono
hulls and a catamaran. Due to insufficient com
putation domain, the reflection wave is seen near
the rear-lateral side. Velocity vectors inside and
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Fig.3 Wave height contour at s/L=0.20 for Fr=O.
50, 0.50, 1.0

from the demihulls. In Fig. 4, the computed re
sistance is compared with the results from
(lnsel & Molland, (1991) and potential theory of
Shin (1994). The results agree qualitatively with
data. The wave resistance interference factors t,

for different s/L's, are given in Fig. 5, which ate
defined as Cw(catamaran)/Cw(monohull). Alt
hough the computed data points are insufficient,
the wave interference factors agree well with
experimental data for s/L=O.3 and Fr=0.6. At
s/L=0.5, the wave interference factors agree even
at the highest Froude number. Therefore the wave
interference can be effectively applied to design
high speed catamarans by using Eqs. (23)-(26).

3.2 Result of displacement catamaran
Another example is the displacement
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Fig. 5 Wave resistance interference factor,

outside the hulls can be seen in Fig. 8.

3.3 Detection of sub-breaking waves
As an application, sub-breaking waves are

numerically detected in free surface flows around
a submerged hydrofoil. The sub-breaking waves
are waves caused by instabilities in the free sur
face flow. An instability analysis (Mori, 1988)
provides a critical condition for their appearance.

where

M=(KlY-nz'g)'nz (24)

The streamline coordinate along and normal to
the free surface are denoted by sand n, respec
tively. The metric coefficient along s is h, and; nz
is the direction cosine of n to z. Uo is the velocity
component in the s-direction, K is the curvature of
the free surface, and g is the gravity acceleration.
In a narrow region near the wave crest,

we assume nz=l and ~/h~s=~/~x, then Eq.
(13) can be reduced approximately to

(25)u a M >0
Max U

Fn '.0...0.1
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Fig. 8 Velocities inside and outside the hulls (a) x/L=O.SS (b) 0.90 (c) 0.88 (d) 0.93

Fig.9 Breakinganalysis for a mono hull M/ Us and
free-surface amplitude

M is negative; therefore, the negative gradient of
M / U along x suggests the possibility of
instability in the free surface. Steep negative gra
dient can be seen as the speed increases and the
wave breaking can be serious at the Froude num
ber of 0.95. Figures 9 and 10 show the breaking
analysis results for mono and twin hulls at Fr=
0.95. The breaking is more serious for a
catamaran than mono hulls, especially near the
hull surface. Figure II shows the photos of stern
waves at three speeds, which were taken in the
towing basin of Hyundai Maritime Research In

stitute.

4. Conclusion

Fig. 10 Breaking analysis for a twin hull M/ Us and
free-surface amplitude

(I) The flow characteristics for a high speed
catamaran has been numerically investigated and
compared against experimental data. The effect of
wave interference has been reviewed and the
optimum hull spacing for minimum wave
interference at various Froude numbers has been
found.

(2) Numerical analysis of breaking waves have
been carried out. Instabilities can be found near
demihulls instead of monohulls. A steep negative
gradient can be seen as the speed increases, and
the wave breaking is more serious at larger
Froude numbers.

(3) The calculated stern waves are similar to
those from experiments in a towing basin. The
stern waves generated behind have an influence
on the total wave resistance, which is a function
of the high speed catamaran design.

(26)

c

M=Kl.J&-g

~

9 , ,
-0.25- (1.00

where

----_._-

s--
.. MIUs
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Fig. II Photos for stem waves of catamaran 4.Om/sec, 4.Sm/sec, S.Om/sec from l.h.s.
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